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We use intense few-cycle laser pulses to ionize molecules to the point of Coulomb explosion. We use
Coulomb’s law orab initio potentials to reconstruct the molecular structure of D2O and SO2 from the corre-
lated momenta of exploded fragments. For D2O, a light and fast system, we observed about 0.3 Å and 15°
deviation from the known bond length and bond angle. By simulating the Coulomb explosion for equilibrium
geometry, we showed that this deviation is mainly caused by ion motion during ionization. Measuring three-
dimensional structure with half bond length resolution is sufficient to observe large-scale rearrangements of
small molecules such as isomerization processes.
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Coulomb-explosion imaging was first demonstrated using
small molecular ions moving with,106 eV energies passing
through a thin foil f1g. All ionization occurred within
,100 as. The initial structure is reconstructed by measuring
the momentum of all fragments after explosion caused by
multiple ionization. The reconstruction relies on knowledge
of the potential that describes the interaction of the charged
particles during the explosion. For simplicity, a Coulomb po-
tential is typically used. This technique can measure the sta-
tionary states of small molecules relatively accurately, but is
difficult to adapt to dynamic imaging. Lasers are being stud-
ied as an alternative to collision ionization because of their
greater flexibility for pump-probe experimentsf2g.

Exploiting the recent development of intense, few-cycle
laser pulsesf3g, we investigate their interaction with small
molecules. Even with 5 fs optical pulses, laser ionization
will be about 50 times slower than collision. This will make
the image less accurate. The question is, how well can we
freeze nuclear position during rapid ionization induced with
state-of-the-art laser technology? To answer this question, we
measured the three-dimensional structures of both D2O and
SO2 by Coulomb-explosion imaging with a few-cycle laser
pulse and compared them to the known structures. We simu-
late the Coulomb explosion of D2O by using an atomic tun-
neling model to describe ionization, and classical mechanics
to describe the motion of the fragments. We show that mo-
tion occurs during ionization but the image is sufficiently
accurate to resolve changes on the length scale of a chemical
bond. In comparison to heavy water, our SO2 images are
even closer to the known ground stationary state geometry
due to better confinement of the heavier nuclei.

Laser-driven Coulomb explosion has already been exten-
sively investigatedf4,5g. In most experiments reported so far,
the time scale of ionization was comparable with the time
scale of molecular dynamicss10–100 fsd. When ionization
and dissociation occur simultaneously, dissociation occurs on
the field-distorted potential energy surfaces of a succession
of charge states, making it very complex. With,50 fs
pulses, accurate imaging was only possible for heavy mol-

eculesf2g such as iodine. By using few-cycle laser pulses we
remove much of this complexity.

Numerical simulations of laser Coulomb explosion of H2
+

f6g and experiments with D2 f7g were the only previous stud-
ies of the interaction of intense few-cycle laser pulses with
molecules. Both suggest the possibility of using intense few-
cycle laser pulses as an imaging technique in dynamics ex-
periments. We extend this work to small polyatomic mol-
ecules.

We compress the 40 fs pulses from a Ti:sapphire
s800 nm,,500 mJ,500 Hzd regenerative amplifier using
self-phase modulation in an argon-filled hollow core fiber
followed by dispersion compensation with chirped mirrors.
We characterized the pulses usingSPIDER f8g. We produced
7 fs pulses but over the duration of the experiment the pulse
duration may have increased to,8 fs due to laser fluctua-
tions. A low density,,40-mm-thick molecular beam propa-
gated perpendicular to the 24-cm-long imaging-time-of-flight
spectrometer axisf9g. The laser was focusedsf =50 mmd
perpendicular to both the molecular beam and the spectrom-
eter axis inside a vacuum chambers10−9 mbar background
pressured. The tight focus ensured that our interaction vol-
ume was smalls1000mm3d compared to the time-of-flight
dimension. Errors due to the size of the interaction volume
were negligible.

Our position- and time-sensitive multiple-hit ion detector
can measure the velocity vectors of up to 16 fragments per
laser pulse. As the beam density was lows,1011 cm−3d, an
average of less than one molecule was exploded per laser
shot. For a single molecule explosion event, momentum con-
servation requires that the total momentum is zero. To verify
that only triply coincident ions were recorded, we required
that the total momentum of all three particles was less than
5310−23 kg m/s. We estimate a false coincidence rate of
about 3%.

Figure 1 compares D2O
4+ explosion s→D++O2++D+d

with 8 fs s,531015 W/cm2d and 40 fs s,3
31015 W/cm2d linearly polarized laser pulses. While charge
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states up to 5+ were observed, we selected the D2O
4+ chan-

nel because of its higher count rate. Lower charge states give
lower total kinetic energy. Using a modified Ammosov-
Delone-KrainovsADK d theory f10g, at 531015 W/cm2, we
estimated respective ionization rates of 1016 and 1014 s−1 for
the D2O

2+→D2O
3+ and D2O

3+→D2O
4+ charge state transi-

tions.
Instantaneous ionization of ground state D2O at its equi-

librium position to the electronic ground state D2O
4+ yields a

total fragment kinetic energy of,65 eV. The partition of
energy leaves D+ with 31 eV and O2+ with 3 eV. The angle
between the momentum vectors of D+ is 128°. In Fig. 1sad,
we observe that both D+ from the same molecule have simi-
lar kinetic energy since the distribution lies on the diagonal
of the energy-energy correlation map. For 8 fs laser pulses,
the results of Figs. 1sad and 1sbd are much closer to the
expected value than they would be with 40 fs pulses. For
8 fs pulses, the D+ energy peaks at 24 eV, the O2+ energy
peaks at 2.3 eV, the angle between vectors peaks at 123°,
and the total kinetic energy distribution peaks at 53 eV com-
pared to 35 eV with 40 fs laser pulses.

The correlation map for 40 fs shown in Fig. 1 is charac-
teristic of enhanced ionizationf11,12g. It does not change as
the pulse duration is increased to 100 fssor mored. Coulomb-
explosion imaging is not as useful in the enhanced ionization
regime, since the fragmentation is almost independent of the
internal structure. The near absence of enhanced ionization
from the 8 fs kinetic energy distribution is consistent with D2
resultsf7g.

For each event that makes up Fig. 1, the vector momen-
tum of each ion was measured. The inferred atomic positions
are directly related to the fragment momentum distribution.
However, obtaining a mathematical transformation connect-
ing the correlated velocities with the positions of the atoms
for polyatomic molecules is difficult, and remains a subject
of current researchf13g. Our iterative procedure for recon-
structing molecular structure assumes classical motion on an
ab initio or Coulombic potential with zero initial velocity.
For each event in the correlated momentum distribution, we
find a three-dimensional structure that reproduces the mea-

sured fragment velocities. We estimate experimental error
due to detector precisionstime of flight and detector posi-
tiond to be about 5° and 0.02 Å for each individual structure.
The term “Coulomb explosion” implies that the Coulomb
potential adequately approximates the true potential energy
surface of the exploding ion when the charge state is high.
We confirm the validity of this approximation by comparison
with the ab initio potential for D2O

4+.
Theab initio calculation of the potential energy surface of

the D2O
4+ molecular ion was carried out for 38 geometries

covering bond angles from 90° to 180°, and bond lengths
from 0.85 to 2.0 Å. Energies were computed using an aug-
mented correlation-consistent polarized-valence quadruple-
zeta saug-cc-pVQZd basis setf14g. Reference electronic
wave functions were obtained using the spin-restricted
Hartree-FocksRHFd method, and dynamical correlation was
incorporated using the coupled-cluster method including all
single and double excitations as well a perturbative estimate
of connected triple excitationsfCCSDsTdg f15g. During the
correlation procedure, the oxygen 1s core electrons were
held frozen.

Figure 2sad shows a set of structures obtained using 8 fs
pulses and theab initio potential. Figures 2sbd and 2scd show
the bond lengthsRODd and the bond anglesuDODd distribu-
tions for the structures shown in Fig. 2sad. For the stationary
state geometry of D2O, ROD=0.96 Å and uDOD=104.5°.
When fitted to a Gaussian, our radial distribution ROD peaks
at 1.24 Å fwith a 0.3 Å full width at half maximum
sFWHMdg anduDOD peaks at 117°s58° FWHMd. Using the
Coulomb potential for reconstruction, ROD peaks at 1.26 Å
anduDOD=117°. Theab initio and Coulomb potentials yield
nearly identical results for 8 fs laser pulses. In Figs. 2sbd and
2scd, the dotted curves represent the distributions for the
ground stationary state structure of D2O. For the radial dis-
tribution, results similar to D2 f7g are seen. We observe no
dependence of the measured structure on the orientation of
the molecule with respect to the polarization axis. We ad-
dress the substantial broadening of the bond angle distribu-
tion below.

The error introduced by the finite duration of the laser

FIG. 1. Comparison of D2O
4+ explosion

s→D++O2++D+d between an 8 and 40 fs laser
pulse. sad Energy-energy correlation for D+. sbd
Angle between D+ momenta.
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pulse can greatly exceed that of the approximate Coulomb
potential. For instance, we found that imaging with 40 fs
pulses yielded values of ROD=1.96 Å s0.9 Å FWHMd and
uDOD=138° s75° FWHMd. These results are consistent with
those obtained by Sandersonet al. f5g. As in earlier D2 ex-
perimentsf10g, a few-cycle laser pulse clearly improves our
ability to measure molecular structure. Nevertheless, discrep-
ancies remain. For D2, the measured kinetic energy distribu-
tion differed from that expected for an ideal Coulomb explo-
sion because of motion on the intermediate charge states
between the time of the first and final ionization and because
the ionization potential depends on the internuclear separa-
tion. With 8 fs laser pulses, the former effect is more impor-
tant.

We estimated the role of intermediate charge state dynam-
ics for D2O by simulating dissociative ionization. We as-
sumed an 8 fs FWHM Gaussian pulse with a peak intensity
of 531015 W/cm2. We described ionization using a tunnel-
ing modelf10g and followed the nuclear motion by solving
the classical equations of motion on the ground state ionic
potential. We began with D2O at rest in its stationary state
geometry. We further assumed that the width of ROD in Fig.
2sbd is primarily due to ionization dynamics rather than the
size of the initial D2O vibrational wave function. We simu-
lated nuclear motion on the ground state potential surfaces of
each charge state, tracking the probability of ionization as the
nuclei moved. When the probability of ionization exceeded a
random numbers0, Pionizationø1d, a transition to the next
charge state was made. A distribution of nuclear positions
was predicted by running 1000 trajectories. Once four elec-
trons were removed, no further ionization was allowed. In
this manner, we obtained a total kinetic energy of,55 eV
after the explosion, with an average ROD of ,1.38 Å and
uDOD of ,114°.

The D2O simulation gives similar but not identical struc-
ture to the one reconstructed from the experimental results.
The main reason for this difference is that by the time D2O

4+

was reached, the ions had accumulated,3–4 eV of kinetic
energy, while our reconstruction assumed initial fragment ve-
locities of zero. In conjunction with our structure retrieval
algorithm, the simulated asymptotic fragment velocity distri-
bution yielded values of ROD=1.18 Å and uDOD=127°.
While the simulated and experimental values are similar, the
zero-initial-velocity assumption gives rise to discrepancies of
,0.2 Å for the bond length and,15° for the bond angle.

Our model shows that the deviation of ROD from its
known value is primarily due to motion on the ground state
surfaces of intermediate molecular ions. However, ground
state motion cannot account for the width of theuDOD distri-
bution. We repeated the simulation using the first excited
electronic state of D2O

+ rather than the ground electronic
state. The energy difference between these two states is
,2 eV, which is about the energy of one 800 nm photon.
Since the potential minimum for the excited state corre-
sponds to a linear molecular geometry, the apparent bond
angle will increase with the amount of time the wave packet
spends on this potential surface. Using this state for the
D2O

+ surface, we find that the bond length is,1.40 Å with
uDOD,129° when D2O

4+ is reached. Thus, it appears that for
8 fs pulses, motion on the ground and excited states leads to
relatively smalls,0.4 Åd errors in laser Coulomb-explosion
imaging of D2O. However, for the angle, we see a 15° dif-
ference between the ground and excited D2O

+ results. We
believe that the broadening of the angular distribution results
from the contribution of several different electronic states to
the dynamics. In Coulomb explosion induced by collision,
such broadening has been observed and attributed to the con-
tribution of several electronic states in the final charge state
f16,17g. In our case, there is in addition to this effect the
contribution of electronic states on intermediate charge states
populated during the multiple ionization. To improve the im-
age further, even shorter intense pulses are needed.

Recently, intense 4 fs laser pulses were produced using
self-phase modulation with a two-stage hollow-core fiber
configurationf3g. We have simulated Coulomb explosion of
D2O with a 4 fs FWHM Gaussian pulse, neglecting the pos-
sibility of Coulomb blockadef7g. The simulation predicts a
measured bond length of,1.14 Å and an angle of,109°
sD2O

+ ground stated. While these better approximate the sta-
tionary state geometry, discrepancies remain due to nuclear
motion swhich can be very fast in high charge statesd during
ionization. Nuclear motion in ions is extremely fast, because
of charge interaction. However, as the importance of this
motion decreases, the dependence of the ionization rate on
atomic positions becomes more important. In addition, for
4 fs pulses, the Coulomb approximation may be less appli-
cable. Instantaneous transition from D2O to D2O

4+ gives
65 eV if we use theab initio potential versus 70 eV for the
Coulombic one. For 8 fs pulses, the Coulomb and theab
initio potentials converge before the wave packet reaches the
D2O

4+ state. Thus, we found no difference between the two
potentials for molecular reconstruction in the 8 fs case.

We now turn our attention to a molecule with heavier
nuclei: SO2. Like D2O, SO2 is bent. Figure 3sad presents the

FIG. 2. sad Structure of D2O using the 4+ charge states
sD2O

4+→D++O2++D+d. The reconstruction is achieved by using
anab initio potential. The center of mass is atx=0, y=0, and they
axis is the bisector of the angle.sbd Radial distribution.scd Angular
distribution. In sbd and scd, the dotted curve represents what we
should expect for thev=0 stationary state structure of D2O.
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distribution of SO2 structures that we measured using the
7+ charge statesSO2

7+→O2++S3++O2+d produced using
,8 fs laser pulses. This is the highest charge we observed
with reasonable count rate. In Figs. 3sbd and 3scd, we show
the measured RSO anduOSO distributions. The total fragment
kinetic energy spectrum peaks at,125 eV snot shownd
whereas instantaneous Coulomb explosion would yield a
value of ,145 eV. The expected stationary state geometry
values for SO2 are RSO=1.43 Å anduOSO=119.5°. By as-
suming a Coulomb potential for the 7+ charge state, we mea-
sured mean structural values of RSO=1.67 Å s0.26 Å
FWHMd and uOSO=111° s30° FWHMd. Using 50 fs laser
pulses, Hishikawaet al. have reported a total fragment ki-
netic energy distribution peaking at 61.5 eV and values of
RSO,3.3 Å anduOSO,130° f4g. Although molecules con-
taining heavier nuclei might seem easier to image using
laser-induced Coulomb explosion, this is not necessarily so.
With heavier nuclei, more electrons must be removed to
make the explosion Coulombic. The higher the charge state
on which the nuclei move, the more the wave function will
distort in a given amount of time due to stronger forces.

Unlike D2O, we found that the measured SO2 bond angle
depends on the molecule’s orientation with respect to the
laser polarization axis. When the OO axis is parallel to the

polarization axis, the measured bond angle is 120°. When the
axis of symmetry of SO2 sC2v axisd is parallel to the polar-
ization, we measure a bond angle of 100°. The induced di-
pole and/or enhanced ionizationf11,12g may be responsible
for this distortion. Figure 3 contains the results for all orien-
tations.

For both molecules, we observe that the ionization rate
sD2O→D2O

4+ and SO2→SO2
7+d is strongly dependent on

the orientation of the molecules to the laser polarization. The
favored orientation is when the OO axissor DDd is parallel
to the polarization axissapproximately one order of magni-
tude greater rate compared with molecules where theC2v
axis is paralleld. For molecules whose plane is perpendicular
to the polarization axis, the ionization rate is approximately
two orders of magnitude lower than the favored axis. Angle-
dependent ionization rates have been measured for diatomic
moleculesf18g.

While laser Coulomb-explosion imaging technology is
still improving, there appears to be a fundamental limit to
image fidelity. The ionization rate of an atom or a molecule
depends on its ionization potential, which varies as a func-
tion of the nuclear coordinates. This coordinate dependence
will distort the measured probability density describing the
nuclear wave function if the ionization rate is not saturated,
irrespective of pulse duration. Thus, laser Coulomb-
explosion imaging is less suitable for measuring stationary
state molecular structures than spectroscopic or thin foil
techniques f1g. However, the ultimate goal for laser
Coulomb-explosion imaging is to follow structural changes
during photochemical reactions.

We have shown that currently available laser pulses are
capable of imaging the structures of small polyatomic mol-
ecules containing either heavy or light constituents with sub-
bond-length resolution. Although we did not initiate and
measure dynamics, it is feasible to do so. For example, im-
aging dramatic changes such as isomerization fromtrans to
cis structures will be possible. Measurements of photochemi-
cally induced processes such as proton transfer reactions
f19,20g will be particularly interesting. Laser-initiated Cou-
lomb explosion could also be applied to structures of transi-
tion states that are highly transient and of great importance to
chemistry.
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